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Abstract
We study the incentives of a website to sell its customers’personal information. Third
parties buying that information can bring either bene…ts or harm to consumers, who
learn their vulnerability to malicious third parties through experience. The cost of selling
information is the risk that bad experience leads consumers to end their relationship with
the website. The privacy policy is not contractible but the website may decide to be
cautious by not selling personal information or may spend resources to screen harmful
third parties from access to customer information. We characterize the equilibrium and
its welfare properties. We then discuss implications for policy rules.
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Introduction

Should …rms’privacy policy be regulated? The optimistic view contends that market forces
have a disciplining e¤ect on …rms: those who would not adopt a privacy policy in line with
consumer preferences would make less pro…ts. The other polar view is that regulation is
necessary: public authorities should de…ne privacy rules that …rms must comply with.
This paper contributes to the current debate on regulation of privacy by investigating
whether a repeated interaction between a website and its customers could generate incentives
to protect their personal data. We build a two-period model in which consumers learn about
the value of visiting the website, and this learning process can be altered by the website’s
actions. We use this model to study the website’s incentives to protect its customers’personal
data under a laissez-faire policy and compare them to the corresponding social incentives.
More precisely, we consider a website that o¤ers a service for free to consumers and derives
revenues from banner advertising (or another activity that does not raise privacy concerns).
In addition to this source of revenue, the website can also sell the information acquired on
its customers to a third party. Third parties can be either good or malicious. A good third
party uses a customer’s information to o¤er her a service that yields a positive utility, while
a malicious third party generates a negative utility in case of intrusion, which happens with a
probability

that captures consumer vulnerability. Before selling the information, the website

can decide to inspect the third party and …nd out its type.
We assume that each consumer can be either highly vulnerable ( =
nerable ( =

l ),

h)

or weakly vul-

and that this characteristic is unknown to all. The website interacts with

consumers over two periods. At the end of the …rst period, a consumer revises her beliefs
about her vulnerability according to whether it experienced an interaction with a good third
party, an intrusion by a malicious third party, or nothing.
We de…ne the degree of precaution as the probability that an uninspected third party is
denied access to customer information, and the level of inspection as the inspection cost below
which the website inspects the third party to …nd out its nature. This two elements constitute
the website’s strategy.
We fully characterize the equilibrium when the website cannot commit to its strategy.
It turns out that the website would like to commit to a lower degree of precaution than
the equilibrium one if it were able to do so. Moreover, we establish that the website would
bene…t from committing to a reduction (resp. increase) of the level of inspection if the value
of information (to a third party) is small (resp. large) enough.
We also show that the short-term (i.e. …rst-period) consumer surplus increases with the
degree of precaution if a consumer’s expected utility from interacting with a third party
is negative, while the long-term consumer utility decreases with the degree of precaution.
Moreover, the short-term consumer utility increases with the inspection level, while the long-
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term utility increases (resp. decreases) with the inspection level if the value of information is
small (resp. large) enough. As a result, if the value of information is su¢ ciently small, there is
a con‡ict of interest between the website and the consumers regarding the level of inspection.
Finally, we study the e¤ect of an opt-out policy. More speci…cally, we allow consumers to
refuse that the website sells their information and assume that the website always prefers that
consumers do not opt out. We suppose that consumers do not …nd it optimal to opt out in the
…rst period. However, after revising their beliefs at the end of that period, they can choose
to opt out in the second period. We investigate how this a¤ects the website’s equilibrium
strategy. In particular, in the scenario in which any intrusion in the …rst period triggers an
opt in the second period, we show that imposing an opt-out policy on websites eliminates
their incentives to inspect third parties but raises the degree of precaution they choose.
TO BE COMPLETED
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Baseline model

We consider a website facing a population of unit mass of consumers for two periods: today
(period 0) and tomorrow (period 1). The service o¤ered to consumers is free and the website
obtains an exogenous revenue a per consumer derived from activities that do not raise any
privacy concerns (e.g. banner advertising). Moreover, during period 0, the website acquires
information on the consumer and may sell it to a third party. We will develop alternative
interpretations for this information, but to …x ideas, let us think of the information as being the
consumer’s address (and of course the fact that she consumes the service). A third party may
then buy this information and contact the consumer to o¤er a service of positive value UG : The
problem is that the third party may also be malicious and use instead the information in other
ways that cause damages with probability to consumers, generating a utility UB << 0: To be
more precise, a third party arrives with probability . It is non-malicious (G) with probability
and malicious (B) with probability 1

. With some probability ; the third party obtains

the consumer’s information from other sources and doesn’t need to buy it from the website.1
With probability 1

; the third party has to buy it if it wants to get access to it. Before

selling the information, the website can decide to inspect the third party and …nd out its type
(with certainty). The cost of inspection is a random variable z with cumulative distribution
function F:
Each consumer may be highly vulnerable to intrusion, denoted
able, denoted

=

l:

The parameter

=

h;

or weakly vulner-

is unknown to all and we denote by r0 the ex-ante

probability of being weakly vulnerable. As we will see, vulnerability may have di¤erent interpretations depending on the context. A consumer obtains a direct utility u from the service
1

Later on, we may assume that

depends on the type.
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o¤ered by the website. For now we assume that u is homogenous within the population and
large enough for all consumers to participate in period 0:
The non-malicious party obtains a value v0 when using the information while the malicious
party obtains value v~0 from a successful intrusion. We assume that the parameters of the
model are such that:
i) it is never optimal for the website to set a price above v0 ; i.e the proportion of malicious
parties is su¢ ciently low;
ii) the value v~0 is such that the malicious party is willing to pay v0 :
With these assumptions, the strategy of the website has only two components. First, the
website decides to inspect or not (depending on the realization of z): If the website inspects, it
sells the information at price v0 if the third party’s type is G and does not sell it if it is B: If it
doesn’t inspect, the website decides to sell the information at price v0 or not. Notice that the
website will consider inspecting the third party only if it intends not to sell the information
to a malicious third party.
During period 0, the consumer observes whether she is contacted by a non-malicious third
party (event G), whether it is subject to intrusion by a malicious third party (event B) or
whether nothing happens (event ;): In this model, nothing happens when there is no third
party (which happens with probability 1

) but also when access to information is denied or

when it is obtained by a malicious party but intrusion fails. This implies that the consumer
learns about its vulnerability

by observing the realized event. At the end of the period, the

consumer hence revises its beliefs about
updated probability that

=

based on new information. Let us denote by r1 the

l:

In this model, vulnerability can be interpreted in two ways. One interpretation is that
some consumers are not interesting targets for a malicious third party so that it renounces to
intrude after observing the individual’s characteristics. This may be the case for instance if
third parties generate intrusive advertising. Another interpretation is that some consumers
are better protected against aggressive intrusion, for instance because they have a better
antivirus, so that intrusion by malicious third-parties is more likely to fail.
Period 1 is a summary for all future interactions. We capture the future by the probability
that the consumer returns to the website in period 1, and the period 1’s value of the consumer
for the website. The probability to retain the consumer depends on her revised beliefs r1 and
is denoted Q (r1 ) ; assumed to be increasing in r1 : The discounted value of the website from
a consumer’s future participation is denoted V1 : As a simpli…cation, we assume that value V1
does not depend on r1 :
For the purpose of evaluating welfare, we de…ne U1 (r1 ) as the expected discounted surplus
of consumers at the end of the period for posterior beliefs r1 , and assume that it is increasing
in r1 . This function re‡ects the future utility accounting for optimal adjustment of future
4

behavior (in particular choice of participation) to the information received during the current
period. As a general property of decision with acquisition of information, we impose that U1 is
convex.2
A special case of particular interest is the scenario in which the situation in period 0
is repeated in period 1, where the value of access by a non-malicious party is v1 and the
consumer’s utility is a random variable u
~1 . Then it is immediate that the website does not
inspect in period 1 and sells the information at price v1 (as there is no future in the relationship
with consumers). The value V1 is then equal to

F

F

(a + v1 ) where

is the discount factor of

the …rm, while the retention rate is
Q (r1 ) = Pr f~
u1 + M1 (r1 ) > 0g ;
where
M1 (r1 )

(1

) UG + (1

) (1

) (r1

l

+ (1

r1 )

h ) UB

is the consumer bene…t from second-period matching, increasing in r1 . The expected future
utility depends on the posterior r1 at the end of the period and is given by

U1 (r1 ) =

C

+1
Z

(1

G(s)) ds:

M1 (r1 )

where

3

C

is the consumers’discount factor.

Preliminaries

3.1

Strategies

In this model a strategy for the website consists of a mapping

(z) between the inspection

cost z and the binary decision to inspect or not, as well as the probability X of not selling
the information in case there is no inspection. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
probability X does not depend on z:
Moreover, it is immediate that if the website is indi¤erent between inspecting or not at cost
z; it strictly prefers to inspect at any cost strictly below z: Hence there must exist a critical
level Z (potentially zero) such that the website inspects if z < Z and not if z > Z: Thus we
may characterize an equilibrium by a pair
(X; Z) 2 [0; 1]
2

See Blakwell’s analysis of information.
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R+ :

We will say that we have a pure-strategy equilibrium if X 2 f0; 1g and a mixed-strategy
equilibrium otherwise.

As we can see, the privacy policy has two dimensions. When the website chooses X = 1;
it blocks by default the access to consumer information and sells it only if the third party is
identi…ed as non-malicious. When it chooses X = 0; the default is to sell the information and
access is denied only if the third party is identi…ed as malicious. We will refer to X as the
(degree of) precaution. Moreover, we will say that the policy X = 1 captures a strong privacy
(protection) and the policy X = 0 is referred to as weak privacy (protection).
Under strong privacy, the consumer cannot be exposed to malicious content and inspection
is a way to raise the value. The variable Z determines the bene…ts from allowing access to
non-malicious parties and is referred to as the level of inspection. On the contrary, in the
case of a weakly protective policy, inspection avoids malicious parties and thus determines
the level of protection against malicious parties.
If in addition to X = 1; there is no inspection, we will say the the website adopts a full
privacy policy, meaning that it never sell the information. On the opposite, if the website
always sells the information (X = Z = 0) we say that the website has a no privacy policy.

3.2

Outcomes

If the website adopts a strategy (X; Z), the probability that a malicious third-party acquires
customer information is given by
M (X; Z)

=

(1

) f + (1

) (1

X) [1

F (Z]]g

and the probability that no third-party acquires customer information is
N (X; Z)

=1

+

(1

) f(1

) F (Z) + X [1

F (Z)]g

We can now compute the probability of a given event observed by the customer and determine
how that probability depends on the degree of precaution X and the intensity of inspection
Z.
From the viewpoint of the website and consumers what matters is the distribution of
outcome observed by the consumer. We will say that an intrusion occurs if outcome G or B
is observed, while there is no intrusion if nothing happens, event ;. Once the third-party has

obtained the information, intrusiveness is measured by the joint probability of outcomes G
and B: For type t = h; l; we then de…ne intrusiveness as:
t

=

+ (1
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)

t

and denote E ( ) the expected value of :
An intrusion may yield a good or a bad outcome, but reveals that the third-party had
access to the information. The probability of a good outcome (event G) is
pG (X; Z) = 1

M (X; Z)

N (X; Z)

=

f1

(1

) X (1

F (Z))g

which is decreasing in X but increasing in Z except under weak privacy:
@pG
<0
@X

@pG
:
@Z

(1)

The probability of a bad outcome (event B) is
pB ( ; X; Z) =

M (X; Z)

=

(1

) f + (1

) (1

X) (1

F (Z))g

which decreases with X and decreases with Z except under strong privacy
@pB
@pB
< 0;
@X
@Z

0

(2)

Finally, no intrusion occurs if no third-party obtained the information or if it is malicious
but the consumer is not vulnerable. Thus the probability that no intrusion is observed is
p; ( ; X; Z) = (1

)

p; ( ; X; Z) = 1
We then have

and

M (X; Z)

+

+

N (X; Z),

(1

) [(1

@p;
=
@X
@p;
=
@Z

(1

(1

which can be written
) F (Z) + [ + (1

) [1

) [(1

F (Z)]

)

) ] X (1

F (Z))] :

(3)

>0

X] f (Z)

Increasing X reduces the chance of an intrusion while the e¤ect of inspection depends on the
level of protection of privacy and is negative if X is larger than (1

3.3

) = .

Beliefs

Denote by rG ; rB and r; the updated probability at the beginning of period 1 that

=

l

after

the events G; B and ; respectively. A consumer who transacts with the platform updates her
beliefs as follows:

rG = r0
rB =

r0 l
E( )
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where E ( ) = r0

l

+ (1

r0 )

h:

Notice that rG and rB are not a¤ected by the strategy of the website. This is because this
strategy a¤ects the likelihood of non-malicious and malicious use of the information, but not
the outcome that follows access to the information. But the likelihood that the consumer is
not a¤ected by the third-party depends on the strategy;
r; =

p; ( l ; X; Z)
r0 ;
p; (E( ); X; Z)

(X; Z)

(4)

where p; ( ; X; Z) is given by equation (3). Observing no intrusion is a good news in our model

in the sense that

rB < rG < r; :
This is because no intrusion raises the possibility that some malicious party obtained the
information and failed to exploit due to small vulnerability of the consumer.
The following lemma shows how the posterior beliefs when no intrusion occurs depends
on the degree of precaution and the level of inspection:
Lemma 1 i)

(X; Z) is decreasing in X.

ii) There exists X1 2 (0; 1) such that

(X; Z) is increasing in Z for any X > X1 ;

decreasing in Z for any X < X1 , and constant in Z for X = X1 :
iii) limZ!+1

(X; Z) =

(X; Z) when X = X1 :
Proof. i)

for all X 2 [0; 1] where

1

is the constant value taken by

(X; Z) is a rational fraction in X. Therefore, it is monotonic in X (for a given

Z) and the sign of
(1
(1

1

@
@X

) [ + (1

is the same as the sign of the determinant
) l ] (1

) [ + (1

F (Z))

) E( )] (1

1

F (Z))

1

[ + (1
[ + (1

) l] +

(1

) (1

) l F (Z)

) E( )] +

(1

) (1

) E( )F (Z)

which is the same as the sign of
[ + (1
[ + (1

) l]
) E( )]

1
1

[ + (1
[ + (1

) l] +

(1

) (1

) l F (Z)

) E( )] +

(1

) (1

) E( )F (Z)

The latter is equal to
(1
Therefore,

)(

l

E( )) (1

(1

(X; Z) is decreasing in X.
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) F (Z)) < 0

ii)

(X; Z) is a rational fraction in Z. Therefore, it is monotonic in Z (for a given X) and

the sign of

@
@Z

(1
(1

is the same as the sign of the determinant

) [(1
) [(1

)

l

) E( )

[ + (1

) l ] X]

1

[ + (1

) E( )] X]

1

[ + (1
[ + (1

) l] +

(1

) [ + (1

) l] X

) E( )] +

(1

) [ + (1

) E( )] X

which is the same as the sign of
[(1
[(1

)

l

[ + (1

) l ] X]

1

) E( )

[ + (1

) E( )] X]

1

[ + (1
[ + (1

) l] +

(1

) [ + (1

) l] X

) E( )] +

(1

) [ + (1

) E( )] X

Straightforward computations show that the latter is equal to
(1

) (E( )

l ) f[1

(1

)] X

(1

)g :

Therefore, denoting
X1

1
1

(1

)

(X; Z) is increasing in Z for any X > X1 ; decreasing in Z for any X < X1 , and constant

in Z for X = X1 :
iii) From

(X; Z)

p; ( l ;X;Z)
p; (E( );X;Z) r0

lim

Z!+1

for all Z

and the expression of p; it folllows that

(X; Z) =

1

( + (1
( + (1

1

0: Since this limit does not depend on X, and

therefore for Z ! +1), it must hold that limZ!+1
The posterior

) l)
) E ( ))
(X1 ; Z) =

(X; Z) =

1

1

for all Z

0 (and

for all X 2 [0; 1].

(X; Z) decreases in X as increasing X reduces the likelihood that no

intrusion is triggered by low vulnerability relative to no access to the information. Moreover
when all third-parties are inspected, X becomes irrelevant and doesn’t a¤ect the posterior
1 :The

e¤ect of Z depends on the degree of protection of privacy. Under high protection,

more inspection reduces foreclosure of the good third-party so that the signal becomes more
informative about vulnerability and

increases. Under weak protection, it reduces access by

malicious third-party and thus the signal becomes less informative about vulnerability.
Combining these properties we see that
r0 < (1; 0) <

(X; Z) <

1

<

X 0; Z 0 <

(0; 0)

for any Z; Z 0 > 0 and any X; X 0 2 [0; 1] such that X 0 < X1 < X: These properties are
illustrated in the following …gure:
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Scenario with no inspection

In this section, we consider the case in which the website cannot inspect the third party in
order to determine its type, i.e., Z is necessarily zero. This may happen because a technology
to distinguish bad third parties from good ones is not available (or is prohibitively costly).
We …rst derive the equilibrium degree of precaution for any parameter values. Then we
compare this equilibrium value with the one chosen by a website that can commit to a given
degree of precaution. Finally, we investigate whether the …rm’s choice exhibits under- or
over-protection from a social standpoint.

4.1

Equilibrium analysis

With no inspection, privacy policy reduces to the decision to sell or not the information. The
platforms prefers to grant access to customer information rather than denying it to any third
party if
Q (r; ) V1

v0 + [ Q (rG ) + (1

) (E( )Q (rB ) + (1

E( )) Q (r; )] V1 :

For what follows, a useful interpretation of the equilibrium condition is the following.
Starting from full privacy, the bene…t of selling the information is twofold.

First, this

raises the probability that a good party buys the information, which yields an expected gain
BG (r; ) given by:

BG (r; ) =

[v0 + Q (rG ) V1

Q (r; ) V1 ]

(5)

Second, this also raises the probability that a malicious party buys with an expected cost
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BB (r; ) where
BB (r; ) = (1

) [E( )Q (r; ) V1

E( )Q (rB ) V1

v0 ]

(6)

is the expected gain from foreclosing malicious parties.
The net bene…t from selling the information is then
BG (r; )

BB (r; ) = v0

[( + (1

) E( )) Q (r; )

Q (rG )

(1

) E( )Q (rB )] V1 (7)

and it must be non-negative for the website to choose privacy.
Hence, an equilibrium in which the platforms adopts a full privacy policy (X = 1; r; =

(1; 0)) exists if and only if
v0
V1

f

( + (1

) E( )) Q ( (1; 0))

Q (rG )

Similarly, an equilibrium with no privacy (X = 0; r; =
v0
V1

n

Notice that, because

( + (1

) E( )) Q ( (0; 0))

(0; 0) >

(1

of values,

< v0 =V1 <

f

(8)

(0; 0)) exists if and only if

Q (rG )

(1

) E( )Q (rB )

(9)

(1; 0), privacy is more attractive when consumers expect no

privacy than when they expect full privacy. As a result, we have
n

) E( )Q (rB )

n

<

f

and there is a range

for which no pure strategy equilibrium exists. In this range, the

website randomizes between selling and not selling customer information in equilibrium and
the level of privacy X 0 is such that BB = BG when r; =
v0
= ( + (1
V1

) E( )) Q ( (X ; 0))

X 0; 0 :

Q (rG )

(1

) E( )Q (rB )

(10)

Therefore, we get the following equilibrium characterization:
Proposition 1 For any parameter values, there exists a unique equilibrium. More precisely,
there exist positive thresholds

f

n

<

such that:
f

- The website provides full privacy (X 0 = 1) if v0
- The website’s policy is random

(X 0

- The website provides no privacy

2 (0; 1)) if

(X 0

= 0) if v0

f

V1 .

V1 < v0 <
n

n

V1 .

V1 .

Proof. The pure strategy equilibria are described above. We have an equilibrium with random
sale X 2 (0; 1) if and only if the platform is indi¤erent between denying access to customer
information and selling it. This writes

Q (r; ) V1 = v0 + [ Q (rG ) + (1

) (E( )Q (rB ) + (1
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E( )) Q (r; )] V1

with r; =

(X; 0), which is the same as condition (10). Since

latter can only hold when

n

<

v0
V1

<

f

(X; 0) is decreasing in X, the

. Conversely, whenever this double inequality holds,

there exists a unique X 2 (0; 1) such that (10) is satis…ed.
Moreover, from (10) and the fact that

equilibrium degree of precaution

4.2

X0

(X; 0) is decreasing in X it follows that the

is non-increasing in v0 and non-decreasing in V1 .

Commitment

Let us now investigate how the equilibrium degree of precaution derived in the previous
subsection compares to the one chosen by a website that can publicly commit to a given
strategy.
For given beliefs r; , a website choosing a precaution level X makes an expected pro…t
(r; ; X) =

(1

) (1

X) v0 +fpG (X; 0) Q(r0 ) + pB (E( ); X; 0) Q(rB ) + p; (E( ); X; 0) Q (r; )g V1

The di¤erence between the case where X is unobservable and the case where it is observed by
consumers is that in the latter case, the website can a¤ect the posterior beliefs by its choice
of privacy policy. Since the pro…t is increasing in consumer beliefs r; :
@
= p; (E( ); X; 0) Q0 (r; ) V1 > 0;
@r;
the website will change X in a direction that raises r; : This is achieved by raising the infor-

mativeness of he signal, that is, by selling the information to the malicious party more often.
This leads the following result:
Proposition 2 If the website is able to commit to its strategy, it chooses a weaker privacy
policy (i.e., lower X) than in the equilibrium with no commitment.
Proof. As r; =

(X; 0) is decreasing in X, the marginal gain of the website from increasing

X is lower when it can commit to its strategy.
@ (r; ; X) @ (r; ; X) @ (X; 0)
@ (r; ; X)
+
<
@X
@r;
@X
@X
This implies that a full privacy equilibrium exists for a smaller range of values v0 =V1 while a
no-privacy equilibrium exists for a wider range. Consider an interior equilibrium level X 0 with
no commitment, then for any X > X 0 we have
X 0; 0 ; X 0 >
therefore the website chooses X
the website chooses X <

X 0; 0 ; X >

X 0 : Moreover at X 0 ;

X 0:
12

@
@X

( (X; 0) ; X)
+

@ @
@r; @X

=

@ @
@r; @X

< 0 so that

Thus, a website is too cautious in protecting consumers from a pro…t-maximizing perspective when it cannot commit to its privacy policy. The reason is that the website would like
consumers to interpret no intrusion as a stronger signal.

4.3

Welfare analysis

We now perform a welfare analysis. For this purpose, let us …rst derive consumer welfare.
We decompose consumer utility into two components: the utility from current period
(period 0) consumption ST U (X) and the expected utility from future (period 1) consumption
LT U (r; ; X):

Privacy policy then a¤ects the value of r; and the probabilities of each event. We

separate the two e¤ects for clarity and thus have two arguments in LT U . Consumer utility
can be written as
U (r; ; X) = ST U (X) + LT U (r; ; X)
where the short-term and long-term utilities are given by
ST U (X) =

[ + (1

) (1

X)] [ UG + (1

)E ( ) UB ]

and
LT U (r; ; X) = pG (X; 0) U1 (rG ) + pB (E( ); X; 0) U1 (rB ) + p; (E( ); X; 0) U1 (r; )
First, note that consumers bene…t in period 1 from the belief-improving e¤ect of a less
cautious strategy: decreasing X raises posteriors r; =

(X; 0) and thus indirectly LT U; but

of course it also alters the distribution of the posteriors.
@LT U
@X

=

@LT U @LT U
@pG
@pB
@p (E( ); X; 0)
+
U1 (rG ) +
U1 (rB ) + ;
@r;
@X
@X
@X
@X

@pG
@
= p; U10 (r; )
+
(U1 (rG )
|
{z @X} |@X
<0

since

@pG (X;0)
@X

and

@pB (E( );X;0)
@X

@pB
U1 (r; )) +
(U1 (rB )
{z @X
>0

+1
Z

(1

G(s)) ds

M1 (r; )

U1 (r; ))
}

are negative and U (rB ) < U1 (rG ) < U1 (r; ). Thus, the overall

long-term e¤ect of lowering the degree of precaution on consumers is a priori ambiguous.
However, this long-term e¤ect can be rewritten as
Lemma 2 The long-term e¤ ect of precaution on utility is
@LT U
@pG
=
U1 (rG )
@X
@X

U1 (r; ) + U10 (r; ) (r;
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rG ) +

@pB
U1 (rB )
@X

U1 (r; ) + +U10 (r; ) (r;

rB ) :

Proof. Direct computation of derivatives shows that
r; =

@r
@p ( l ; X; Z)
p; ( l ; X; 0)
=) p; ; = ;
r0
p; (E ( ) ; X; 0)
@X
@X

@p; (E ( ) ; X; Z)
r;
@X

Using
@p; ( ; X; 0)
=
@X
and

@pG (X; 0)
@X

@pB ( ; X; 0)
@X

@pB ( l ; X; 0)
@pB (E ( ) ; X; 0) l
@pB (E ( ) ; X; 0)
r0 =
r0 =
rB
@X
@X
E( )
@X

we obtain
p;

@r;
@pG (X; 0)
=
(r;
@X
@X

rG ) +

@pB (E ( ) ; X; 0)
(r;
@X

rG )

which yields the result.
Let us now consider the e¤ect of the degree of precaution on the short-term utility:
@ST U
=
@X

(1

) [ UG + (1

)E ( ) UB ]

If the expected matching value (with the prior beliefs) is negative, i.e., UG +(1

)E ( ) UB <

0, consumers are positively a¤ected in period 0 by a stronger privacy policy, which may
create a tension between the short-term and long-term e¤ects of more/less precaution on
consumers. Indeed, recall that the future utility is convex in the posterior, implying that
U1 (r)

U1 (r; ) + U10 (r; ) (r;

r) > 0: Given that pG and pB decreases in X, the long-run

e¤ect is always negative. This is summarized in the next proposition.
Proposition 3 A stronger privacy policy increases (decreases) the short-run consumer surplus if the expected matching value UG + (1

)E ( ) UB is negative (positive). The e¤ ect on

consumers’ long-run utility is negative.
The result on the long-term utility is due to the fact that that more precaution reduces
the informational content of the market signal about vulnerability and thus prevent optimal
adjustment of future behavior. The proposition, combined with our result on the comparison
between the equilibrium strategy and the website’s optimal strategy when it can commit,
yields the following:
Corollary 1 If the expected matching value is negative and consumers are impatient (U1 is
small), then the website and the consumers have con‡icting views regarding the privacy level.
Otherwise, consumers may prefer a weaker privacy policy.
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5

Scenario with inspection

We now investigate the general case where the website may inspect or not the third party. The
…rst question we address is the extent to which the possibility to inspect a¤ects the previous
equilibria. To analyze this issue, we …rst notice that the previous analysis of the choice of
X still holds provided that r; is set at its equilibrium value, r; =

(X; Z). Thus the website

chooses X = 1 if

v0
< [ + (1
V1

) E( )] Q (r; )

Q (rG )

(1

) E( )Q (rB )

Consider now the inspection decision. An inspection raises the probability to sell to a
good third party from 1

X to one with a bene…t XBG (r; ) where BG (r; ) is the bene…t

from selling to a good third party, de…ned in (5). It also reduces the probability to sell to
a malicious party from 1

X to zero with a bene…t (1

X) BB (r; ) where BB (r; ) is the

bene…t from denying,access to a malicious third-party, de…ned in (6). The total bene…t is
then the sum XBG + (1

X) BB ;and some inspection occurs when it is positive. The main

di¤erence between inspection and precaution is that the former allows to combine the two
bene…ts BG and BB while the latter requires to balance these bene…ts.
It follows from this reasoning that the previous equilibria with no inspection remain equilibria when inspection is allowed if XBG (r; ) + (1
the following characterization.

X) BB (r; ) is non-positive. We then …nd

Proposition 4 There is some inspection (Z > 0) if
i)

i

=

f

<

f

i

=

if Q ( (1; 0))

Q(rG ) E( )Q(rB )
,
1 E( )

i

V1 < v0 <

i

V1 where

which implies that inspection never

happens;
ii)
iii)

i
i

<

f

<
<

i

<
n

<

n

if Q ( (0; 0)) >
i

if Q ( (0; 0))

Q(rG ) E( )Q(rB )
>
1 E( )
Q(rG ) E( )Q(rB )
:
1 E( )

Q ( (1; 0)) ;

Proof. See Appendix.
Inspection occurs under strong privacy if BG (r; ) > 0 while it occurs under weak privacy

if BB (r; ) > 0: While the bene…t BG (r; ) increases with v0 ; the bene…t BB (r; ) decreases with

v0 : Hence, inspection occurs only for some intermediate range of values v0 of the information.
When the posterior r; is large for any strategy, the website abandons strong privacy at

levels of v0 such that BG (r; ) = BB (r; ) < 0 so that the bene…t of inspection is negative for
all values of v0 : Screening is not useful in this case.

Let us now on assume that some inspection may occur.
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Under this assumption, it remains to determine the equilibrium for v0 2

i

equilibrium must be such that the following two conditions are veri…ed, with r; =
Z

= X BG r; + (1

X

2 arg max X BG r;

;

i

: This

(X ; Z ):

X ) BB r; > 0;

X

BB r;

The …rst condition just equates the cost of inspection with the expected bene…t from
inspection while the second condition is the same as the one discussed above. For clarity, we
…rst analyze case iii) of Proposition 4 and then extend the analysis to case ii).
Let us assume that

i

<

f

n

<

<

i

: In this case there is no mixed strategy equilibrium

with no inspection and the two boundaries of the interval are determined as the values at which
the website starts to inspect in a pure strategy equilibrium. Intuitively, we expect that strong
privacy (X = 1) will continue to prevail at the the right of
to prevail at the left of

i

i

and weak privacy will continue

:

Moreover, we have seen that because

(1; Z) <

(0; Z) ; strong precaution is more attrac-

tive to the website when the consumers expect weak precaution to prevail. For this reason,
we do not expect equilibria with di¤erent levels of precaution to coexist. This suggest that
a random strategy emerges for intermediates value of the information. The next proposition
con…rms these intuitions.
For what follows we need a regularity condition.
Condition 1 (C1) For X < X1 ;

(1

) [1

E( )] V1 Q0 ( (X; Z)) @

(X;Z)
@Z

>

1:

This property states that the future gains from no intrusion do not decline too fast with
inspection. It ensures enough regularity for the threshold vw to be well de…ned in the next
proposition.

Proposition 5 Assume

i

<

f

<

n

<

i

and C1: Then for v0 2

i

;

i

there exists a

unique equilibrium. There exists two increasing functions vs (V1 ) and vw (V1 ) such that
i) the website chooses strong privacy if v0

vs (V1 ) ; weak privacy if v0

vw (V1 ) and a

random privacy policy if v0 2 (vs (V1 ) ; vw (V1 )) ;
ii)

f

V1 < vs (V1 ) < vw (V1 ) <

n

V1 ;

iii) vs (V1 ) =V1 is increasing in V1 while vw (V1 ) =V1 is decreasing in V1 :
Proof. See Appendix
In an equilibrium in which the platform uses a strong privacy strategy (X = 1) with
threshold Z > 0, the website inspects the third party and provides access to good third
parties if z

Z; while it denies access to both types if z > Z: Thus, it does not sell the
16

information unless it is con…dent that the third party is good. The platform gains from
denying access to information to third parties if no intrusion is interpreted by the consumer
as su¢ ciently good news on her type. In that case, the retention rate would be higher
than the average retention rate under access. Unsurprisingly, the strong privacy equilibrium
exists if the monetary gain from selling the information is not too large. In this equilibrium,
the website is willing to sacri…ce short-run pro…ts to convince the consumer to return to the
website. Increasing Z reduces the probability that a good party fails to obtain the information,
which raises the informativeness of no news. This in turn reduces the website’s bene…ts from
inspection, which explains the uniqueness result in the range v0 < vs :
In an equilibrium in which the platform uses a weak privacy strategy (X

= 0) with

threshold Z > 0; the platform inspects the third party and provides access to G if z

Z ;

while it provides access to both types if z > Z . In the weak privacy equilibrium, the value of
information is too large for the platform to accept foregoing it without due knowledge that the
third party is malicious. In this case, increasing Z decreases the probability that a malicious
party obtains the information, which reduces the informativeness of no news. This in turn
reduces the website’s bene…ts from inspection, which explains the uniqueness result in the
range v0 > vw :
We present the ranges of equilibria in the next graph.

v

120
110
100
90
80
70

no privacy

60

weak

50

random

40

strong

30
20

full privacy

10
0
0

1

2

3

4

5
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6

7

8

9

10

V1

In the mixed strategy range we have
BB = BG = (1

)

Q (rG )

E ( ) Q (rB )

(1

E ( )) Q r;

V1 > 0

and at the level of inspection Z ; the website is indi¤erent between inspecting, selling to all
third parties, or not selling to any third party. As we have seen, that indi¤erence between
selling and not selling is compatible with only one posterior r; . This implies in particular
that

(X ; Z ) =

X 0; 0 :

Hence, the posteriors are not a¤ected in this range by the ability to inspect the third party.
We conclude this section by noticing that the analysis is similar for the case where
i

Proposition 6 Assume

<

f

<

i

<

n

: Then, for v0 2

i

;

i

i

<

n

.

, there exists a unique

equilibrium. Moreover, there exists an increasing function vs (V1 ) such that
i) the website chooses strong privacy if v0
vs (V1 ) ;
ii)

f

i

V1 ;

V1 < vs (V1 ) <

i

vs (V1 ) ;

and a random policy if v0 2

V1 ;

iii) vs (V1 ) =V1 is increasing in V1
The analysis is the same as before except that there is no weak privacy regime with
inspection, and the transition between inspection and no inspection is made in the mixed
strategy regime.

6

Comparative statics

Let us …rst perform some comparative static on the equilibrium. We …rst consider an increase
in the value of v0 : Notice that such an increase could be triggered by a tax on information
levied by the government, as well as by a technological improvement in the treatment of
information or any other market development. Intuitively, increasing the price of information
should reduce the level of precaution X but the the impact on the level of inspection is
ambiguous. Indeed, inspection allows to restrict sales to good third parties which induces
a short-term revenue loss that depends on the price v0 but also on the level of precaution.
With strong privacy, raising v0 makes inspection more attractive as it generates more sales.
In contrast, with weak privacy, raising v0 renders inspection less attractive at it reduces the
probability to sell. The next proposition shows that the random privacy region is similar to
the weak privacy regime in this respect.
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Proposition 7 The equilibrium level of precaution X is non-increasing in the price of information v0 : The level of inspection Z is increasing in v0 in the range of strong precaution v0 2
vs (V1 ) ;

i
i

.

; vs (V1 ) and decreasing in v0 in the range of random and weak privacy v0 2

Proof. To be completed.
Hence, we …nd a non-monotonic e¤ect of the price v0 on the level of inspection.

Z

v
Level of inspection
An implication of these comparative statics that we highlight below is that the posterior belief
after no intrusion r; is non-decreasing in v0 : in any case, increasing v0 makes no intrusion a
better news about the potential risk of successful malicious intrusion.

Let pB = pB (X ; Z ) (resp. pG = pG (X ; Z )) be the equilibrium probability that the
malicious type buys the information from the website (conditional on needing it). It follows
from the above comparative statics and (2) that:
Corollary 2 The posterior r; and the probability pB that the bad party buys the information
are non-decreasing in v0

7

Welfare analysis

Let us now turn to the analysis of pro…t and welfare.
First, consider the pro…t of the …rm and as in the case with no inspection. Let us evaluate
what the website would …nd it optimal to do if it could commit to X or to Z: The pro…t is
now given by
(r; ; X; Z) =

(1

) (1

X) v0 +fpG (X; Z) Q(r0 ) + pB (E( ); X; Z) Q(rB ) + p; (E( ); X; Z) Q (r; )g V1 :

The website can control all the elements of pro…t except for the beliefs r; : Since
@
= p; (E( ); X; Z) Q0 (r; ) V1 > 0;
@r;
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we reach the same conclusion as before: the website would like to commit to change the policy
in the direction that would raise the consumers’ posterior beliefs when no intrusion occurs.
Clearly, this means decreasing X as

(X; Z) is decreasing in X: The conclusion regarding Z

is more ambiguous as the sign of the slope of

with respect to Z depends on X:

Proposition 8 The website would bene…t from committing to a marginal reduction of the
level X of precaution (starting from X ). There exists v1 such that the website would bene…t

from committing to a marginal reduction (resp. increase) of the level Z of inspection if
v0 > v1 (resp. v0 < v1 ):
@ (X;Z)
< 0 while the
@X
@ (X;Z)
X1 and
< 0 for X <
@Z

Proof. The …rst part of the proposition follows from
follows from the fact that

@ (X;Z)
@Z

> 0 for X >

second part
X1 : As X

is decreasing in v0 in the random policy range, there exists v1 such that X = X1 which

determines a threshold of the information value below which raising inspection raises posterior
belief r; .

Consumer utility is again given by
U (r; ; X; Z) = ST U (X; Z) + LT U (r; ; X; Z)

where the short-term (i.e., period 0) utility is given by
ST U (X; Z) = pG (X; Z) UG + pB (E( ); X; Z) UB ;
and the long-term (i.e., period 1) utility is given by
LT U (r; ; X; Z) = pG (X; Z) U1 (rG ) + pB (E( ); X; Z) U1 (rB ) + p; (E( ); X; Z) U1 (r; )
In this context, a public policy intervention may aim at fostering precaution (X) or inspection (Z). For instance, a penalty for selling to malicious third parties would reduce the
value of non-discriminating sales and thus reduce X and most likely increase Z. The impact
of a tax on sales of customer information has the same e¤ect as reducing v0 : it reduces X
and may reduce or increase Z depending on the level of precaution. Similarly, any rule that
forces third parties to be more transparent or that generates information about third parties
would reduce the inspection cost, which, in our model amounts to shifting the distribution of
the inspection cost toward lower values.
Regarding the level of precaution, we notice that the analysis is the same as before,
adjusting for the fact that Z > 0. The reason is that the level of precaution matters only if
there is no inspection. In particular the sign of the e¤ect of X on pG ; pB and r; is the same

for all levels of inspection. We then have
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@ST U (X; Z)
=
@X

(1

) (1

F (Z)) ( UG + (1

) E ( ) UB )

which is positive if intrusions are on average detrimental to consumers. Let us now consider
the e¤ect of inspection on consumer utility. As we have seen, inspection raises the probability
pG and reduces the probability pB :It is then immediate that inspection always raises the
consumer surplus with no less good outcome and no more bad outcomes:
@ST U (X; Z)
> 0:
@Z
The e¤ects on long-term consumer utility can be decomposed as before. For precaution, we
have
@LT U
@r
@pG
= p; U10 (r; ) ; +
(U1 (rG )
@X
|
{z @X} |@X
<0

where

@pG
@X

and

@pB
@X

are negative.

@pB
U1 (r; )) +
(U1 (rB )
{z @X
>0

U1 (r; ))
}

Furthermore, the e¤ect of inspection on the long-term utility is now
@LT U
@r
@pG
= p; U10 (r; ) ; +
(U1 (rG )
@Z
|
{z @Z} |@Z
{z
<0

>0 f or X>X1

where

@pG
@Z

is positive while

@pB
@Z

@pB
U1 (r; )) +
(U1 (rB )
} |@Z
{z
>0

U1 (r; ))
}

is negative. The overall e¤ect is ambiguous. However, as

before we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3 The slopes of the long-term utility are given by
@LT U
@X
@LT U
@Z

=
=

@pG
U1 (rG )
@X
@pG
U1 (rG )
@Z

U1 (r; ) + U10 (r; ) (r;
U1 (r; ) + U10 (r; ) (r;

@pB
U1 (rB )
@X
@pB
rG ) +
U1 (rB )
@Z
rG ) +

U1 (r; ) + U10 (r; ) (r;

rB ) ;

U1 (r; ) + U10 (r; ) (r;

rB )

Proof. The proof is the same as for lemma 2.
The previous decomposition still holds with inspection. Thus, regarding the e¤ect of precaution, we …nd the same conclusions as in the case without inspection.
The conclusions regarding the level of inspection are more ambiguous as the sign of the
long-term e¤ect depends on the level of precaution. We summarize these conclusions below.
Proposition 9 Short-term consumer utility increases (resp. decreases) with precaution X if
the expected matching value UG +(1

) E ( ) UB is negative (resp. positive) while long-term

consumer utility decreases with X:
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The short-term consumer utility increases with the level of inspection Z, while the long-term
utility increases (resp. decreases) with Z if X > X1 (resp. X < X1 ), that is, if v0 < v1
(resp. v0 > v1 ).

Therefore, we get the following two results regarding the (mis)aligment of the website’s
and consumers’preferences:
Corollary 3 If intrusions are on average bene…cial or consumers are su¢ ciently patient then
both the website and consumers would bene…t from a lower degree of precaution. Otherwise,
the website would bene…t from a lower degree of precaution while consumers would prefer a
higher degree of precaution.
Corollary 4 - If the value of information is low enough, both the website and consumers are
better o¤ with more inspection.
- If the value of information is high enough and consumers are su¢ ciently patient, both
the website and consumers are better o¤ with less inspection.
- If the value of information is high enough and consumers are su¢ ciently impatient, the
website would prefer to inspect less while consumers would be better o¤ with more inspection.

8

Opt-out

An alternative policy to protect consumers is to give them control rights over their personal
data. A consumer would like to choose which third party can access her personal data and
for what purpose. However, contracts are typically incomplete due to private information and
lack of veri…ability. Here, we assume that whether information is sold or not is veri…able (by
courts), but not the nature of the third-party buying this information nor its usage. We allow
consumers to opt out, which means they can prevent any resale of information and enforce
full privacy. We assume that in the …rst-period consumers do not …nd optimal to opt out but
that they may decide to do so after revising their beliefs about their vulnerability. Thus, at
the end of the period consumers has three options: they may stop their relationship with the
website, they may stay and opt in, or they may stay and opt out.
A consumer’s choice between opting in and opting out is governed by her beliefs about
vulnerability. Let r be the posterior beliefs at which the consumer is indi¤erent between
opting in and opting out. When opt out is possible, a consumer chooses to opt out if her
posterior belief r1 is less than r: In the case of opt out, the retention rate is clearly independent
of the posterior r1 . Assuming that the opportunity cost of maintaining the activity on the
website is independent of the bene…ts/costs from resale of personal data, the probability to
retain a consumer who prefers to opt out is then Q = Q (r) : As a consequence, the retention
rate is given by
Qo (r1 ) = max Q (r1 ) ; Q :
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Allowing the consumer to opt out thus raises the retention rate. The cost for the website
is that it deprives it from the possibility to sell personal data to third parties and, therefore,
reduces the expected revenue per consumer. Denoting V1 < V1 the value for the website of a
consumer who chooses to opt out, the retention value of a consumer is3
V1o (r1 ) =

(

V1

if

r1 < r;

V1

if

r1

r:

For now, we assume that:
Assumption Q(rB )V1 > QV1 :
This implies that the website always prefers that consumers do not opt out. Intuitively,
under this assumption, we expect that allowing the consumers to opt out makes the website
more cautious and raises the level of privacy. As we shall see this conclusion is not so obvious
because of the possibility to inspect.
Example
As an illustration, consider the repeated two-period model presented in the …rst section.
The consumer bene…t from second-period matching is
M1 (r1 )

(1

) UG + (1

We then have
r

(

) (1

) (r

l

+ (1

r)

h ) UB

UG + (1
) h UB
)
(1
) UB
h
l

the (unique) solution to M1 (r1 ) = 0: Consumers opt out in the second period if and only if
M (r1 ) < 0, which is equivalent to r1 < r: Moreover Q

1

G(0). The website’s second-

period pro…t per retained consumer is given by V1 = a + v0 if consumers do not opt out and
V1 = a if consumers opt out.
As a preliminary remark, note that in situations where r < rB , the equilibrium is not
a¤ected by the possibility of opting out as consumers never choose this option. Similarly, in
the case where r >

(0; 0) ; consumers always opt out in the second period. Therefore, the

website sells the information to all third parties in the …rst period, i.e. chooses the no-privacy
strategy (X; Z) = (0; 0) : We thus restrict attention to the other cases:
Assumption rB < r <
3

(0; 0) :

Notice also that the expected future utility of a consumer for r1 > r is U1 (r) :
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Under this assumption, some consumers will opt out in equilibrium (after a bad outcome).
But it cannot be the case that all consumers opt out because this would imply (X; Z) = 0 and
r; =

(0; 0) > r: Thus, in equilibrium, consumers should not opt out with positive probability,

denoted P; ; if there is no intrusion (by either a good or a malicious third party).

As we

shall see, this probability may be smaller than 1. We can then distinguish several equilibria
depending on whether consumers opt out or not after a good outcome is observed

8.1

Equilibrium with opt out after any intrusion

We …rst investigate the existence of an equilibrium where the consumers opt out when they
observe a good outcome. This is the case when
r0 < r <

(0; 0) :

When this holds we observe that both a good outcome and a bad outcome trigger optout so that the continuation pro…t of the website is the same for any intrusion. It is then
immediate that the website would not gain from inspecting in this case:
Lemma 4 When r0 < r; the website never inspects: Z

=0

Proof. Recall that P; > 0 is the probability that a consumer opts in if there is no intrusion.
Following the same reasoning as before, the bene…t BB from selling the information to a good
third party or the bene…t BB fromnot not selling it to a bad third party are
BG (r; ) =
BB (r; ) = (1

v0 + P; QV1

P; Q (r; ) V1

) E( )P; Q (r; ) V1

E( )QV1

v0

Inspection is only pro…table if BB > 0 which writes as P; E( ) Q (r; ) V1

QV1 > v0 :

However, in this case BG < 0 and selling to a good third party is not pro…table. Thus, the
website would be better o¤ not selling at all.
The equilibrium characterization then follows from the analysis of the model without
inspection, where Q (rB ) V1 and Q (rG ) V1 should be replaced with QV1 : The net bene…t from
selling is
BG (r; )

BB (r; ) = v0

( + (1

) E( )) Q (r; ) V1

and it must be negative for the website to choose privacy:
X = 1 =) BG (r; )
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BB (r; )

0:

QV1 P;

The reasoning in the section on the equilibrium with no intrusion then applies with the
caveat that it is possible that P; < 1: Indeed, an equilibrium requires that r;
some consumers must opt in. This condition is trivially veri…ed if r

r because

(1; 0), in which case

we can replicate the proof of Proposition 1.
De…ning
vf

= ( + (1

) E( )) Q ( (1; 0)) V1

QV1

v n = ( + (1

) E( )) Q ( (1; 0)) V1

QV1

we have:
Proposition 10 Suppose that r0 < r

(1; 0) : For any parameter values, there exists a

unique equilibrium, such that:
- The website provides full privacy (X
- The website’s policy is random (X
- The website provides no privacy (X
Proof. As r;

(1; 0)

vf .

= 1) if v0

2 (0; 1)) if v f < v0 < v n .
= 0) if v0

vn.

r; it su¢ ces to replace Q (rG ) V1 and Q (rB ) V1 by QV1 in the proof

of proposition 1.
f

Notice that v f and v n are higher than
to see that X

>

X0

V1 and

n

V1 respectively. Moreover, it is easy

in the range of random policy. The e¤ect of the opt-out policy is then

twofold:
i) It eliminates the incentives to inspect;
ii) It raises the incentives to protect with higher levels of precaution.
In the range where r >

(1; 0), the previous analysis must be amended because X cannot

be too small. Let us de…ne X as the solution of
X; 0 = r:
Then in any equilibrium we must have X

X: Notice that the equilibrium is such that

X decreases in v0 : As for large values of v0 we have X = 0; there must exist some critical
level v o such that X < X if v > v o : In this range, the equilibrium is as above. However, for
lower values of v0 , the equilibrium must involve X = X and consumers randomize between
opting in and opting out.
Proposition 11 Suppose that

(1; 0) < r <

(0; 0) : For any parameter values, there exists

a unique equilibrium, such that:
- The website’s policy is random (X
- The website provides no privacy (X

2 X; 1 ) if v0 < v n .
= 0) if v0
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vn.

Proof. The result is the same as before when v0
vo =

+ (1

) E( ) Q

v o where v o is de…ned by
X; 0

V1

QV1

For smaller values of v0 , we have X = X, r; = r; and
P; =

v0
< 1:
vo

It then su¢ ces to replace Q (rG ) V1 and Q (rB ) V1 by QV1 in the proof of proposition 1.

8.2

Equilibrium with opt out after bad outcome

The other case of interest is when rB < r < r0 :4 In this case, consumers opt out only after
experiencing an intrusion by a malicious third party. We then notice that as far as the …rm’s
pro…t is concerned, the only change introduced by an option to opt out is that the future
revenue of the website when the outcome is bad is reduced from Q (rB ) V1 to QV1 :
Thus, allowing opt-out is equivalent to reducing the posterior belief after a bad outcome.
More formally:
Proposition 12 Suppose that rB < r < r0 and de…ne rB < rB as the solution of Q (rB ) V1 =
QV1 . Then all the results of Proposition 4, Proposition 5, Proposition 6 hold replacing rB by
rB :
Proof. Follows immediately from the reasoning above.
TO BE COMPLETED

4

Note however that our assumption that consumers do not …nd it optimal to opt out in the …rst period
imposes a lower bound on r. However, it is easily checked that this lower bound is less than r0 both when
consumers are myopic (i.e. they only take into account their …rst-period expected when they decide whether
to opt out in the …rst period) or forward-looking.
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Appendix

Proof of proposition 4. Consider the case where X 0 = 1. Then, there is no inspection if
BG

0 or

v0
V1

Q ( (1; 0))
f

This is an equilibrium if in addition v0
(1

Q (rG ) :

: Notice that Q ( (1; 0))

E( )) Q ( (1; 0))

Q (rG ) + E( )Q (rB )

Similarly for X 0 = 0; there is no inspection if BB
v0
V1
We have E( ) (Q ( (0; 0))
(1

E( ) (Q ( (0; 0))
n

Q (rB ))

f

Q (r; )

if

0

0 or if
Q (rB )) :

if

E( )) Q ( (0; 0))

Q (rG ) + E( )Q (rB )

0

Now suppose that X 0 is interior. Then the equilibrium condition (10) implies that
BG =

(1

)

(1

E ( )) Q

BB =

(1

)

1

E ( )Q

(X 0 ; 0)

Q (rG ) + E( )Q (rB ) V1

and

Thus we have BG + BB
(1
Notice that (1

(X 0 ; 0)

Q (rG ) + E( )Q (rB )

V1

0 if
E ( )) Q

E ( )) Q

(X 0 ; 0)

Q (rG ) + E( )Q (rB )

(X 0 ; 0) + Q (rG )

0

E( )Q (rB ) decreases in X 0 :T herefore we

can distinguish 3 cases.
1- If (1
for all

2- If (1
only for
n

E( )) Q ( (1; 0))

Q (rG ) E( )Q (rB ) then this holds for all X and thus Z = 0

E( )) Q ( (0; 0))

Q (rG ) E( )Q (rB ) then this holds for all X and thus Z = 0

X 0:
v0
V1

i

= Q ( (1; 0))

f

Q (rG )

and

v0
V1

i

= E( ) (Q ( (0; 0))

Q (rB ))

:
3- If (1

critical value

E( )) Q ( (1; 0)) < Q (rG )
Xi

E( )Q (rB ) < (1

E( )) Q ( (0; 0)) ; there exists a

> 0 such that
Q

(X i ; 0) =

Q (rG ) E( )Q (rB )
1 E( )
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Moreover, E( ) (Q ( (0; 0))
i

and

i

= [ + (1

Q (r; ) <

: We then de…ne

(X i ; 0)

) E( )] Q

= Q ( (1; 0))

n

Q (rB )) <

f

Q (rG )

(1

) E( )Q (rB )

:

In any case, some inspection occurs for

i

<

v0
V1

i

<

and

i

f

<

<

i

It remains to show that the equilibrium is unique in the range v0 2
=

rium with inspection has r; =

i

n

<
;

i

:

: An equilib-

(X; Z) and may be of three types:

i) X = 1: Then we must have BG > 0 which is not possible because
BG <
i

for v0

[v0 + Q (rG ) V1

Q ( (1; 0)) V1 ]

0

;

ii) X = 0 : Then we must have BB > 0 which is not possible because
BB < (1
i

for v0

) [E( )Q ( (0; 0)) V1

E( )Q (rB ) V1

v0 ]

0

;

iii) 0 < X < 1 : Then we must have BB = BG which implies that equation (10) holds and
thus

(X; Z) =

X 0 ; 0 ; implying that BB = BG

Proof of Proposition 5. We have
Suppose that v0 2

i

i

;

i

0, which contradicts Z > 0:

= Q ( (1; 0)) Q (rG ) and

i

= E( ) (Q ( (0; 0))

Q (rB )) :

:

Strong privacy regime
X = 1 is an equilibrium if and only if
( + (1
where r; =

) E( )) Q r;

Q (rG )

(1

) E( )Q (rB )

v0
:
V1

(11)

(1; Z ) and BG r; = Z ; which reduces to
V1 [Q ( (1; Z ))

Q (rG )] +

Z

= v0 :

(12)

As the left-hand side of (12) is increasing in Z and less than v0 at Z = 0 for v0 >

i

V1

, there exists a unique solution Z1 (v0 ; V1 ) > 0 to (12): An equilibrium with X = 1; Z >
0 exists if and only if (denoting
( + (1

) E( )) Q ( 1 )

1

=

Q (rG )

(1; Z1 ))
(1

) E( )Q (rB )
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Q ( 1)

Q (rG ) +

Z1
:
V1

(13)

which can be rewritten
Z1
+ (1
V1

) (1

E( )) Q ( 1 )

(1

) (Q (rG )

E( )Q (rB )) :

The left-hand side is increasing in v0 and decreasing in V1 while the right-hand side is independent of v0 and V1 . Therefore, there exists a threshold
that a strong privacy equilibrium exists if v0
i

(11) is strict, which shows that vs (V1 ) >
To show that

vs
V1

s (V1 )

> 0 increasing in V1 such

vs (V1 ) : Notice that at v0 >

i

V1 ;condition

V1 :

is nondecreasing with V1 ;we notice that at v0 = vs ;

Z = Zs

Z1 (vs (V1 ) ; V1 ) and.:
vs (V1 )
= ( + (1
V1

) E( )) Q ( (1; Zs ))

and
Q ( (1; Zs ))

Q (rG ) +

Q (rG )

(1

) E( )Q (rB )

(14)

Zs
vs (V1 )
=
:
V1
V1

(15)

This implies
Zs
+ (1
V1

) (1

E( )) Q ( (1; Zs )) = (1

) (Q (rG )

E( )Q (rB ))

When V1 increases, it must be the case that Zs =V1 decreases and Zs increases (otherwise
the LHS is monotonic in V1 ). But then, it follows that vs (V1 ) =V1 also increases with V1
from equation (14):Finally, notice that equation (14) implies that vs (V1 ) >
(1; Zs ) >

f

V1 because

(1; 0) :

Weak privacy regime
X = 0 is an equilibrium if and only if
[ + (1
where r; =

) E( )] Q (r; )

Q (rG )

(1

) E( )Q (rB )

v0
:
V1

(16)

(0; Z ) and BB r; = Z ; which reduces to
v0 = E( ) (Q ( (0; Z ))

Note that the RHS is decreasing in Z: If

Q (rB )) V1
i

Z
1

:

= E( ) (Q ( (0; 0))

(17)
Q (rB )) >

n

; it is

larger than v0 at Z = 0 and there exists a unique solution Z0 (v0 ; V1 ) > 0 to (17): Notice that
Z0 is decreasing in v0 and increasing in V1 . A weak privacy equilibrium exists if and only if
(denoting

0

=

(0; Z0 ))
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( + (1

) E( )) Q ( 0 )

Q (rG ) (1

) E( )Q (rB )

E( ) (Q ( 0 )

Q (rB ))

Z0
(1

) V1

which is the same as
Q (rG )

E ( ) Q (rB )

(1

Z0

E ( )) Q ( 0 )

(1

0:

) V1

The LHS is decreasing in Z0 under condition C1 and, therefore, it is increasing in v0 : Thus,
there exists a value of v0 , which we denote vw (V1 ), where the inequality binds, and an equilibrium with weak privacy exists if and only if v0
increasing in V1 and so

vw (V1 ) : Moreover Zw

Z0 (vw (V1 ) ; V1 ) is

(0; Zw ) decreases with V1 :

At the threshold
vw (V1 )
= E( ) (Q ( (0; Zw ))
V1
or

Q (rB ))+ (1

vw (V1 )
= ( + (1
V1

E ( )) Q ( (0; Zw ))

) E( )) Q ( (0; Zw ))

Q (rG )

(1

Q (rG )+ E ( ) Q (rB )

) E( )Q (rB )

(18)

which decreases with V1 :
Moreover, condition 14 and

(1; Zs ) <

(0; Zw ) <

(0; 0) imply that vs < vw <

n

V1 .

Random privacy regime
Consider now the case 0 < X < 1: In this equilibrium, it must be the case that BG r; =

BB r; so that equation (10) holds so that the posterior is the same with inspection and no
inspection:

X 0; 0

(X ; Z ) =
f

This implies in particular that

V1 < v0 <

X1 .

n

V1 ; and either X > X 0 > X1 or X < X 0 <

At the equilibrium Z; the …rm is indi¤erent between inspecting, blocking or selling so that
v0
= E ( ) Q r;
V1

Q (rB )

Z
(1

) V1

= Q r;

Q (rG ) +

Z
:
V1

(19)

The latter two equations yield
Z
= (1
V1
and

Z
=
V1

(1
+ (1

)

Q (rG )

E ( ) Q (rB )

)
E ( ) (Q (rG )
)E ( )
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(1

Q (rB ))

E ( )) Q r;

(1

E ( ))

(20)

v0
V1

(21)

Moreover, conditions (20) and (21) imply condition (10). Thus, the two conditions (20)
and (21) along with r; =

(X ; Z ) characterize an equilibrium.

By construction, at vs and at vw ; the website is indi¤erent between inspecting, blocking

or selling so that (20) and (21) hold. Thus, Z

solution of (21) decreases from Zs to Zw when
^ (Z) to equation
v0 increases from vs to vw : For any such Z 2 (Zw ; Zs ), a unique solution X

(20) exists which varies from 0 to 1 because
(1

) [Q (rG )

E ( ) Q (rB )

(1

E ( )) Q ( (1; Z))]

> (1

) [Q (rG )

E ( ) Q (rB )

(1

E ( )) Q ( (1; Zs ))] =

(1

) [Q (rG )

E ( ) Q (rB )

(1

E ( )) Q ( (0; Z))]

< (1

) [Q (rG )

E ( ) Q (rB )

(1

E ( )) Q ( (0; Zw ))] =

Zs
Z
>
V1
V1

and

Zw
Z
<
V1
V1

Note that it must be the case that r; increases with v0 :

Notice that a mixed strategy equilibrium exists only if vs < v0 < vw because outside

this range the equilibrium value of Z would require X negative or larger than 1: Hence the
equilibrium is unique.
Proof of Proposition 4.
The proof is the same as for Proposition 5 with the following two di¤erences:
- First, the weak privacy regime with Z > 0 doesn’t exist.
- Second, in the range v0 2 vs ;

X=
i

Xi

i

; conditions (20) and (21) hold at

i

for Z = 0 and

> 0: Thus, we have Z 2 (0; Zs ) and no equilibrium with inspection can occur above

: For Z 2 (0; Z s ) a solution X of (20) exists in (0; 1) :
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